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Run Number:  135, July 2017.  

Weather: Beautifully organised by GeeEmm 

Hair: Two Fathers 

Run Report: Lengthy by FishFinger 

Score:  7/10 

 

Well the GeeEmm was back and in the absence of 

several others had to do just about bloody 

everything. Which is quite easy for someone of 

such modesty.  

Weather: Perfect 

Trail Markings: Generous and informative 

Grog:  Enough although Fraser Briggs only has 

price going for it and it is just possible that life 

is too short to drink small stubbies from Aldi. 

Run and Walk:  Both rated deservedly high 

scores by discerning judges FishFinger and 

Weatherman. 

 

So at about 3 o’clock eastern winter time we 

were standing at the top of the driveway at 

Illabunda Drive and counted heads.  Two 

Fathers, Doggy Bag, Just Tamanna (from 

Kabul via Melbourne), Just Eve (from Warsaw 

via Melbourne) Gobbles, CountHerFeet (on 

time!!!), FishFinger, Weatherman, Horse, 

Crunchy Crack,Incider Distemper and 

Haemorrhoid. 

 

That was enough to get the run and walk more or 

less organised and in spite of a message the 

Mighty Aphrodite had or was about to leave 

Kerosene City, the pack was dispatched shortly 

after 3.10 in a generally westerly direction for 

about the first 80 metres.  The walkers took off 

in the opposite direction as is quite common. And 

so were they. 

 

The runners pack of 5 quickly found trail and 

blundered up through private property  

(permission sought) before lurching onto the 

newly cleared headland trail and out towards the 

point, fooling no-one. After yet another volte 

face the pack (or at least the two fleet footed 

leaders) rushed out onto the road and eventually 

found a rather narrow track leading onto the 

Reservoir Road (by which time the walkers were 

already outtasight) and OnOn to the fire shed 

and the track towards the quarry. Somewhere to 

the rear Gobbles and CHF were nurturing the 

newly inducted but enthusiastic runner Just 

Tamanna while the walkers took a bit of a 

diversion down past the back of the Bawlo and 

resumed trail to the hash Hold carefully located 

on a skinny traffic island. 

 

The two FRBs held for about an hour but still no 

Gobbles etc so onon they went to a very scenic 

drink stop where the walkers had not even 

opened the chips.  Still no sign of Mighty 

Aphrodite either.  Turns out that after a 

fashionably late arrival the intrepid MA found 

the trail and completed it alone, as very soon the 

circle was graced by her presence, and the 

drinks could begin. Phew. 

 

The hare was deservedly awarded a reasonably 

generous score although the run report was 

almost as long as the event. FishFinger was 

working up a thirst and Weatherman’s report on 

the walk was mercifully short (but generous).  

Virgins were welcomed and serenaded by 

Weatherman, supported by the choir.  Mighty 

was given a late comer. 2Fathers awarded 

himself an Alaskan beer from Talkeetna (not 

great) and there were sundry charges that 

ensured no-one missed out. No one knows where 

the Routing Award is hiding so that remains a 

mystery. 

 

Crunchy read out a list of the next 300 runs of 

hashes in southern NSW and ACT from her 

phone including the WACT run at Narooma (see 

attached stuff) then it was too cold to stand 

around outside any longer and in any case it was 

time to frock up and head for the Chinese 

restaurant at Club Malua.  Or make a quick dash 

back to Canberra to see the Raiders get 

thrashed.  

 

Dancing ensued and the last reported vertical 

and possibly sensible hasher was seen at 0445. 

No names no pack drill.   

 

NEXT RUN: 

 
WHEN: Saturday 5 August 2017 at 3pm  

WHERE: 137 Litchfield Circuit Long Beach NSW 

HAIR: Gobbles and CountHerFeet 

AFTERs: Officially designated as house 

wrecking warming for the new residence. 



Probably pot luck. TBA.  For those with 

topographical agnosia it looks like this. 

 

 
 

 

AND AFTER THAT: 

 

We dunno yet but September 2 looks like a 

good date.  And I don’t recall anyone claiming 

it. 

 

OTHER STUFF: 

 

Christmas Hash at the Mariners, Batemans 

Bay.  Saturday 2 December 2017. Run will 

start at 4>00 pm or thereabouts because 

Gobbles is organising that bit. 

 

Reservations are now available for rooms, 

just mention the Hash and maybe even 

Malcolm Mann’s name for special rate.  

Other advice will follow if we think you need 

to know more. 

 

FMH3, BH3, and WACT 
 
FBW#7 Raw Prawn Run – 13, 14, 15 
October 2017. 
 
At Narooma.  
See the attached flyer and application form 

which apparently a bit hard to fill in as it was 

designed by Dumbledore and B2. 

 

Here is a special message from them: 

 
Hello FBW7 Raw Prawn Runners, 
 
Some people have had trouble with the rego forms, so we 
have reattached them and added the PDFs of the same 

documents. 
 

Many of you will be keen on the Early Bird Discount. 
Another reason to pay early is that those who do will be 
recorded on the t-shirt. This will be something for others to 
see when ever you choose to wear the top at other runs 
after the event. If you don't want your hash name included 
just say. Either way it will be something that records the 
weekend as something you enjoyed (or something you 
can't remember). 

 

 

Lost and Found 

 

If you are missing an ear ring and think it 

might resemble the one found by my sharp 

eyed granddaughter let me know; describe 

it accurately; offer her $50 for its return; 

and I will see what I can do. 


